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Bounds for Least-Squares Estimators
Babak Hassibi and Thomas Kaliath
Abstract—In this note, we obtain upper and lower bounds for the
norm of the Kalman filter and the recursive-least-squares (RLS) algorithm,
with respect to prediction and filtered errors. These bounds can be used to
study the robustness properties of such estimators. One main conclusion is
that, unlike -optimal estimators which do not allow for any amplifica-
tion of the disturbances, the least-squares estimators do allow for such am-
plification. This fact can be especially pronounced in the prediction error
case, whereas in the filtered error case the energy amplification is at most
four. Moreover, it is shown that the norm for RLS is data dependent,
whereas for least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithms and normalized LMS,
the norm is simply unity.
Index Terms—Estimation, , least-squares, robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in the early 1960s, the Kalman filter (and the
closely related recursive-least-squares (RLS) algorithm) has played a
central role in estimation theory and adaptive filtering. Recently, on the
other hand, there has been growing interest in (so-called) H1 estima-
tion, with the belief that the resulting H1-optimal estimators will be
more robust with respect to disturbance variation and lack of statistical
knowledge of the exogenous signals. Therefore, a natural question to
ask is what the robustness properties of the Kalman filter and RLS al-
gorithm are within the H1 framework.
In an initial attempt to address this question, in this note we ob-
tain upper and lower bounds on the H1 norm of the Kalman filter
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and RLS algorithm, with respect to the prediction and filtered errors of
the uncorrupted output of a linear time-variant system.1 These bounds
are also of interest for several other reasons. First, they demonstrate
that unlike the least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm whose H1 norm
is unity (independent of the input–output data) [1], the H1 norm of
the RLS algorithm depends on the input–output data, and therefore it
may be more robust or less robust with respect to different data sets.
Moreover, the exact calculation of the H1 norm for RLS (and for the
Kalman filter) requires the calculation of the induced two-norm of a
linear time-variant operator, which can be quite cumbersome, and, in
addition, needs all the input–output data, which may not be available
in real-time scenarios. The H1 bounds we obtain only require simple
a priori knowledge of the data, and may therefore be used as a simple
check to verify whether RLS (or the Kalman filter) has the desired ro-
bustness with respect to a given application.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we give gen-
eral upper and lower bounds for theH1 norm of the Kalman filter. The
proofs of the upper bounds are given in Section III and are based on
certain minimization properties of least-squares estimators. The proofs
of the lower bounds are given in Section IV and are essentially based
on computing the energy gains for suitably chosen disturbances. Sec-
tion V specializes the general results of Section II to the adaptive fil-
tering problem and discusses its various implications. The paper con-
cludes with Section VI.
II. A GENERAL H1 BOUND
Consider the possibly time-variant state-space model
xi+1 = Fixi +Giui; x0
yi = Hixi + vi; i  0
(2.1)
where Fi 2 Cnn; Gi 2 Cnm and Hi 2 Cpn are known matrices,
x0; fuig; and fvig are unknown quantities and fyig is the measured
output. Moreover, fvig can be regarded as measurement noise and fuig
as process noise or driving disturbance. We shall be interested in esti-
mating the uncorrupted output, si = Hixi.
It is well known that the Kalman filter for computing the predicted
estimates of the states, denoted by x^i, (i.e., x^i is the least-squares esti-
mate of xi, given fyj ; j < ig) is given by
x^i+1 = Fix^i +Kp; i(yi  Hix^i) (2.2)
where Kp; i = FiPiHi R 1e; i and Re; i = Ri+HiPiHi and where Pi
satisfies the Riccati recursion
Pi+1 = FiPiF

i +GiQiG

i  Kp; iRe; iK

p; i; P0 = 0:
(2.3)
[Note here that fQi; Rig and 0 are given positive definite weighting
matrices.]
There is also a filtered form of the Kalman filter recursions for com-
puting, x^iji, the least-squares estimate of xi, given fyj ; j  ig, which
is given below
x^i+1ji+1 = Fix^iji +Kf; i+1(yi+1  Hi+1Fix^iji) (2.4)
where Kf; i = PiHi R 1e; i.
Now using x^i and x^iji, the predicted and filtered estimation errors
of the uncorrupted output, si = Hixi, are defined as
ep; i =Hixi  Hix^i

=Hi~xi
and
ef; i =Hixi  Hix^iji

=Hi~xiji: (2.5)
1We should stress that these bounds are not for the problem of parameter
estimation, for which causality is not an issue and for which the H and H
solutions coincide.
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Note that both these estimation errors are different from the innovations
(the prediction errors for estimating yi), ei = yi  Hix^i. Indeed, it is
straightforward to see that we have
ep; i = ei   vi and ef; i = RiR 1e; iei   vi: (2.6)
The latter equality is justified as follows:
ef; i =Hixi  Hix^iji
= yi   vi  Hi(x^i + PiHi R 1e; iei)
= ei  HiPiHi R 1e; iei   vi
=(Re; i  HiPiHi )R 1e; iei   vi
=RiR
 1
e; iei   vi:
We shall have the occasion to make use of both the identities in (2.6).
We can now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1 (Bounds for the H1 Norm of the Kalman
Filter): Consider the standard state-space model (2.1) and the
predicted and filtered forms of the Kalman filter recursions, (2.2) and
(2.4). Then, for any N , we have the following results:
p
r   1
2
 sup
x ; u; v2h
N
i=0
(Hixi  Hix^i)R 1i (Hixi  Hix^i)
x
0
 1
0
x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi

p
r + 1
2
(2.7)
and
1=r   1
2
 sup
x ; u; v2h
N
i=0
(Hixi  Hix^iji)R 1i (Hixi  Hix^iji)
x
0
 1
0
x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
 1=r + 1
2
(2.8)
where h2 denotes the space of square-summable causal sequences, and
where we have defined
r = sup
i
 R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i
and
r = inf
i
 R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i (2.9)
with (A) and (A) denoting the maximum and minimum singular
values of the matrix A, respectively.
Remarks:
1) Note that the ratios in (2.7) and (2.8) are simply the max-
imum energy gains from the (normalized) disturbances
f 1=2
0
x0; fQ 1=2i ui; R 1=2i vigNi=0g to the (normalized)
prediction and filtered estimation errors fR 1=2i ep; igNi=0 and
fR 1=2i ef; igNi=0, respectively. Thus, (2.7) and (2.8) yield upper
and lower bounds on the H1 norm of the Kalman filter for
prediction and filtered errors, respectively.
2) Note, moreover, that the upper and lower bounds on the H1
norms, as given by Theorem 1, are relatively tight (especially for
large values of r and 1=r). Indeed the upper and lower bounds
differ only by two, since
p
r + 1  
p
r   1 =2
and
1=r + 1   1=r   1 =2:
3) Note that Theorem 1 bounds the H1 norm of the Kalman
filter by quantities related to the maximum and minimum
singular values of the normalized innovations variance,
R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i .
In particular, note that
R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i = Ip +R
 1=2
i HiPiH

i R
 =2
i  Ip (2.10)
so that
r  r  1  1=r: (2.11)
However, using (2.8), this means that
sup
x ; u; v2h
N
i=0
(Hixi  Hix^iji)R 1i (Hixi  Hix^iji)
x
0
 1
0
x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
 4
(2.12)
which is a very explicit, and quite surprising, bound. Thus, the
Kalman filter guarantees that the energy gain from the distur-
bances to the filtered errors never exceeds four.
This should be compared with the optimal energy gain 2opt 
1 obtained from an H1-optimal estimator [2]. Thus, for filtered
errors, and from an H1 point of view, H2-optimal estimators
have a performance (roughly) four times worse than H1-op-
timal estimators. This demonstrates an intermediate stage be-
tween the smoothed error case (which has access to all the ob-
servations, and where the H1 and H2 optimal filters coincide)
and the prediction-error case (which does not have access to cur-
rent observations, and where the performances can be drastically
different).
4) The bounds of Theorem 1 are true for any value of N , and, in
fact, they are also true when the upper limits of the sums in (2.7)
and (2.8) are infinite. In other words, it is true that
p
r   1
2
 sup
x ; u; v2h
1
i=0
(Hixi  Hix^i)R 1i (Hixi  Hix^i)
x
0
 1
0
x0 +
1
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
1
i=0
viR
 1
i vi

p
r + 1
2
(2.13)
and
1=r   1
2
 sup
x ; u; v2h
1
i=0
(Hixi  Hix^iji)R 1i (Hixi  Hix^iji)
x
0
 1
0
x0 +
1
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
1
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
 1=r + 1
2
(2.14)
where, as before
r = sup
i
(R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i )
and
r = inf
i
(R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i ):
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In particular, in the time-invariant infinite-horizon case, we have
p
r   1
2
 sup
u; v2l
1
i= 1
(Hixi  Hix^i)R 1(Hixi  Hix^i)
1
i= 1
uiQ
 1
i ui +
1
i= 1
viR
 1
i vi

p
r + 1
2
(2.15)
and
1=r   1
2
 sup
u; v2l
1
i= 1
(Hxi  Hx^iji)R 1(Hxi  Hx^iji)
1
i= 1
uiQ
 1ui +
1
i= 1
viR
 1vi
 1=r + 1
2
(2.16)
where l2 is the space of square-summable sequences and now
r =  R 1=2ReR
 =2
and r =  R 1=2ReR =2
(2.17)
where Re = R+HPH, with P , the unique positive semidef-
inite and stabilizing solution of the DARE
P = FPF  +GQG   FPH(R+HPH) 1HPF :
III. PROOF OF THE UPPER BOUNDS
To prove the upper bounds of Theorem 1, we need the following
three facts.
Lemma 1 (Minimization of a Quadratic Form): We have
min
x ;fu ; v g
x0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
=
N
i=0
eiR
 1
e; iei
(3.1)
where the minimization is taken subject to the state-space constraints
(2.1), and where ei = yi  Hix^i are the innovations.
Proof: This is a well-known result. One proof can be found in
[3].
Lemma 2 (Simple Inequality): For any vectors a, b, and any matrix
M > 0, we have
(a+ b)M(a+ b)  1  1

aMa+ (1  )bMb
8 > 0: (3.2)
Proof: Follows from
(a+ b)M(a+ b)  1  1

aMa  (1  )bMb
=
1

aMa+ aMb+ bMa+ bMb
=
1p

a+
p
 b

M
1p

a+
p
 b  0:
Lemma 3 (A Simple Minimization): For all  > 0, we have
min
>1
2 + (   1)
  1 = 1 + 
2
and
arg min
>1
2 + (   1)
  1 =1 + : (3.3)
Proof: Readily verified via differentiation.
We shall first prove the upper bound in (2.7) for the prediction-error
case. To this end, define
J

= x0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi: (3.4)
Now, using Lemma 1, it is obvious that
J  min
x ;fu ; v g
J =
N
i=0
eiR
 1
e; iei: (3.5)
Thus, we may write
J 
N
i=0
eiR
 1
e; iei
=
N
i=0
eiR
 =2
i R
=2
i R
 1
e; iR
1=2
i R
 1=2
i ei

N
i=0
 R
=2
i R
 1
e; iR
1=2
i e

iR
 1
i ei
 inf
i
 R
=2
i R
 1
e; iR
1=2
i
N
i=0
eiR
 1
i ei
=
1
supi  R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i
N
i=0
eiR
 1
i ei
=
1
r
N
i=0
eiR
 1
i ei
=
1
r
N
i=0
(ep; i + vi)
R 1i (ep; i + vi) using (2:6)
(3.6)
Now, using Lemma 2 with a = ep; i, b = vi, and M = R 1i , we have
x0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
 1
r
N
i=0
(1  )viR 1i vi + 1 
1

ep; iR
 1
i ep; i ; (3.7)
for any  > 0. Now, rearranging terms, we can write
1  1

N
i=0
ep; iR
 1
i ep; i
 rx0 10 x0 + r
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui + r 1 
1  
r
N
i=0
 viR 1i vi; (3.8)
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so that, assuming  > 1, we have
N
i=0
e

p; iR
 1
i ep; i 
r
1  1

x

0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u

iQ
 1
i ui
+
r
1  1

1  1  
r
N
i=0
v

iR
 1
i vi
=
r
1  1

x

0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u

iQ
 1
i ui
+
2 + (r   1)
  1
N
i=0
v

iR
 1
i vi:
To obtain the “tightest” possible bound on Ni=0 e

p; iR
 1
i ep; i, let
us minimize, over  > 1, the coefficient of Ni=0 v

iR
 1
i vi on the
right-hand side (RHS) of the above inequality. However, from Lemma
3, we have
min
>1
2 + (r   1)
  1 = (1 +
p
r )2
and
arg min
>1
2 + (r   1)
  1 =1 +
p
r : (3.9)
Therefore,
N
i=0
e

p; iR
 1
i ep; i
 r
1  1
1 +
p
r
x

0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u

iQ
 1
i ui
+ 1+
p
r
2
N
i=0
v

iR
 1
i vi
=
p
r 1 +
p
r x

0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u

iQ
 1
i ui
+ 1+
p
r
2
N
i=0
v

iR
 1
i vi
 1 +
p
r
2
x

0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u

iQ
 1
i ui
+ 1+
p
r
2
N
i=0
v

iR
 1
i vi:
Therefore, we have
N
i=0
ep; iR
 1
i ep; i
x
0
 1
0
x0 +
N
i=0
uiQ
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
 1 +
p
r
2
;
(3.10)
for all fx0; fui; vigNi=0g, which is the desired result.
To prove the upper bound of (2.8), for the filtered estimation errors,
we need to proceed as follows:
J 
N
i=0
e

iR
 1
e; iei
=
N
i=0
(ef; i + vi)

R
 1
i Re; iR
 1
e; iRe; iR
 1
i (ef; i + vi)
using (2:6)
=
N
i=0
(ef; i + vi)

R
 =2
i R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i R
 1=2
i (ef; i + vi)

N
i=0
 R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i (ef; i + vi)

R
 1
i (ef; i + vi)
 inf
i
 R
 1=2
i Re; iR
 =2
i
N
i=0
(ef; i + vi)

R
 1
i (ef; i + vi)
= r
N
i=0
(ef; i + vi)

R
 1
i (ef; i + vi): (3.11)
Proceeding now with an argument similar to what was done in the pre-
dicted case, leads to the desired result.
IV. PROOF OF THE LOWER BOUNDS
Perhaps the most general way of computing a lower bound for the
H1 norm of the Kalman filter, or any other algorithm for that matter,
is to compute the energy gain for some particular choice of distur-
bance signal, fx0; fui; vigNi=0g. We shall presently see that the special
choice of disturbance signal that yields the lower bound of Theorem 1
is that disturbance signal that minimizes the quadratic form J of (3.4),
subject to the state-space constraints (2.1). To facilitate the presentation
of the proof it will be convenient to introduce the following lemmas
which are the straightforward counterparts of Lemmas 2 and 3, and
whose proofs will, therefore, be omitted.
Lemma 4 (Simple Inequality): For any vectors a, b, and any matrix
M > 0, we have
(a+ b)M(a+ b)  1 + 1

a

Ma+ (1 + )bMb
8 > 0: (4.1)
Lemma 5 (A Simple Maximization): For all  > 1, we have
max
>0
 2 + (   1)
+ 1
=    1
2
and
argmax
>0
 2 + (   1)
+ 1
=    1: (4.2)
We shall first prove the lower bound in (2.7) for the prediction error
case. To this end, for a given sequence of observations fyigNi=0, let
fx0; fui; vigNi=0g, denote the values that minimize the quadratic form
J in (3.4). Thus, we may write
x

0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u

i Q
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
v

i R
 1
i vi =
N
i=0
e

iR
 1
e;i ei:
(4.3)
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Since the fyigNi=0, and, hence, the feigNi=0, are arbitrary, we can always
choose them such that the lower bound in (3.6) is achieved.2 Denoting
this choice by feigNi=0, we may write
x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi
=
1
r
N
i=0
(ep; i + vi)
R 1i (ep; i + vi):
(4.4)
Now, using Lemma 4 with a = ep; i, b = vi, and M = R 1i , we have
x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi
 1
r
N
i=0
(1 + )v i R
 1
i vi + 1 +
1

e p; iR
 1
i ep; i ;
(4.5)
for any  > 0. Now, rearranging terms, we can write
N
i=0
e p; iR
 1
i ep; i
 r
1 +
1

x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui
+
r
1 +
1

1  1 + 
r
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi
=
r
1 +
1

x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui
+
 2 + (r   1)
+ 1
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi: (4.6)
To obtain the “tightest” possible bound on N
i=0
e p; iR
 1
i ep; i, let us
maximize, over  > 0, the coefficient of N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi on the RHS
of the above inequality. However, from Lemma 5, we have
max
>0
 2 + (r   1)
+ 1
=
p
r   1
2
and
argmax
>0
 2 + (r   1)
+ 1
=
p
r   1: (4.7)
Inserting this value of  into (4.6) leads to
N
i=0
e p; iR
 1
i ep; i
 r
1 +
1p
r   1
x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui
+
p
r   1
2
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi
=
p
r
p
r   1 x 0 10 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui
+
p
r   1
2
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi
2This can be done by choosing all e ’s as zero, except for the one that achieves
inf (R R R ), which we take as being the corresponding singular
vector.

p
r   1
2
x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui
+
p
r   1
2
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi:
Therefore,
N
i=0
e p; iR
 1
i ep; i
x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi

p
r   1
2
:
(4.8)
Thus,
p
r   1 2 is a lower bound on the energy gain, which is our
desired result.
The proof of the lower bound of (2.8) for the filtered estimation er-
rors is very similar. One needs only to note that the lower bound in
(3.11) is achievable, i.e., that there exists fx0; fui; vigNi=0g such that
x 0
 1
0 x0 +
N
i=0
u i Q
 1
i ui +
N
i=0
v i R
 1
i vi
= r
N
i=0
(ef; i + vi)
R 1i (ef; i + vi): (4.9)
Proceeding now with an argument similar to what was done in the pre-
diction error case, leads to the desired result.
V. RLS ADAPTIVE FILTERING
We are now in a position to specialize the result of Theorem 1 to the
case of adaptive filtering with no parameter drift. The corresponding
model is given by
di = h
T
i w + vi (5.1)
where di is the observation, hTi = [ hi1 hi2 . . . hin ] is a known
1n input vector,w is an unknown weight vector, and vi is an unknown
disturbance signal. We should note that it is also possible to consider
more general models, e.g., ones for which the weight vector w drifts
with time, but this would require more space than is permitted here.
The above model can be considered a state-space model with the
parameters,
Fi = In Gi = 0 Hi = h
T
i Ri = Ip (5.2)
The RLS algorithm is essentially the corresponding Kalman filter.
Thus, the least-squares estimates w^ji (of the weight vector w, using
the observations, fdj ; j  ig) obey the following recursions:
w^ji = w^ji 1 + kp; i(di   hTi w^ji 1); w^ 1 (5.3)
where kp; i = Pihi=(1 + hTi Pihi), and Pi satisfies the Riccati recur-
sion
Pi+1 = Pi   Pihih
T
i Pi
1 + hTi Pihi
; P0 = I: (5.4)
It is also useful to remark that at each time instant, i, the above RLS
algorithm solves the following least-squares problem:
min
w
 1jw   w^j 1j2 +
i
j=0
jdj   hTj wj2 (5.5)
where  1jw   w^ 1j2 is a possible regularization term that reflects a
priori knowledge as to how close w is to the initial estimate w^ 1. The
special case where  =1, so that the first term in the cost function of
(5.5) disappears, is referred to as a pure least-squares problem.
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As before, we define the prediction and filtered estimation errors as
ep; i = h
T
i w   hTi w^ji 1 and ef; i = hTi w   hTi w^ji 1. The following
result is now immediate.
Theorem 2 (Bounds for the H1 Norm of the RLS Algo-
rithm): Consider the adaptive filtering model (5.1) and the
least-squares estimates w^ji, given by the RLS algorithm (5.3). Then,
for any N , we have the following results:
p
r   1
2
 sup
w; v2h
N
i=0
(hTi w   hTi w^ji 1(hTi w   hTi w^ji 1)
 1jw   w^j 1j2 +
N
i=0
vi vi

p
r + 1
2
(5.6)
and
1=r   1
2
 sup
w; v2h
N
i=0
(hTi w   hTi w^ji)(hTi w   hTi w^ji)
 1jw   w^j 1j2 +
N
i=0
vi vi
 1=r + 1
2
(5.7)
where we have defined
r = sup
i
[1 + hiPih
T
i ] and r = inf
i
[1 + hiPih
T
i ]: (5.8)
In the RLS algorithm, it is easy to solve (5.4) to obtainPi = ( 1I+
i 1
j=0
hjh
T
j )
 1
, which implies that the Pi are a monotonically de-
creasing sequence of matrices. If we assume that the input vectors hi
have equal magnitude (i.e., hTi hi = const.), then, we have the fol-
lowing result.
Corollary 1 (Constant Magnitude Inputs): If the input vectors have
constant magnitude hTi hi = h2, then,
1 + h2   1
2
 sup
w; v2h
N
i=0
(hTi w   hTi w^ji 1)(hTi w   hTi w^ji 1)
 1jw   w^j 1j2 +
N
i=0
viR
 1
i vi
 1 + h2 + 1
2
: (5.9)
Remark: Corollary 1 has an interesting interpretation: for large
values of , the RLS algorithm is less robust with respect to prediction
errors. In fact, we see that the (upper and lower bounds of the) H1
norm grows as p. The lower bound, in fact, is quite nontrivial. This
is reminiscent of the robustness properties of LMS, where, as shown
in [1], the learning rate  had to be small enough to guarantee H1
optimality.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this note, we obtained upper and lower bounds for the H1 norm
of the Kalman filter and RLS algorithm. These bounds may be used to
study the robustness of these algorithms in different applications. Our
results show that the H1 norm of RLS depends on the input–output
data (i.e., on the fhig), as opposed to the LMS and normalized LMS
algorithms where the H1 norm is independent of the data [1]. The
bounds further show that, for prediction errors, the H1 norm of RLS
grows as the square-root of  (where  1I is the regularization term in
least-squares problems that reflects a priori knowledge of the weight
vector), whereas for filtered errors, the H1 norm of RLS (and the
Kalman filter) is bounded by two.
Finally, we should mention that robustness is only one desirable as-
pect of an estimator, and, thus, comparisons between various estimators
should not be made based on robustness alone. In this regard, it would
be useful to obtain H1 bounds for the Kalman filter for more gen-
eral estimation problems, i.e., when the desired signal is any arbitrary
linear combination of the state, and not just the uncorrupted output. The
techniques employed in this note may prove to be useful in this more
general setting as well.
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On Formal Power Series Representations
for Uncertain Systems
Carolyn Beck
Abstract—The concept of minimality as developed for uncertain and
multidimensional systems represented by linear fractional transformations
(LFTs) is related to realization theory results for formal power series. We
discuss the relationship between the notions of minimality for LFT and se-
ries realizations, and present a method for obtaining one type of minimal re-
alization from the opposing type. An extension of an existing minimality re-
sult for formal power series to the multi-input–multi-output (MIMO) case
is also presented.
Index Terms—Formal power series, minimality, uncertain and multidi-
mensional systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this note, we relate the notion of minimality developed for linear
fractional transformation (LFT) representations of uncertain systems
and certain classes of multidimensional systems, discussed fully in
[1]–[3], to realization theory results for formal power series (FPS).
LFTs on structured sets provide a convenient and general framework
for representing and manipulating models of not only uncertain and
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